
Journey to the Centre of the Earth 
 

Chapter 7 (Part 2) 
The Shore at Last 

 
 

“Look, Axel…” 
 
 I followed my uncle’s gaze, and was struck dumb.  Before 
us was the crumbling mummy of what had once been a primitive 
man.  Its black, hollow eyes stared at us. 
 
 After some moments of silence, my uncle was himself 
again.   
 
 “Come on.  There must be more to explore.”  He said. 
 
 Beyond the field was a thick forest, full of towering trees.  
My uncle stepped briskly into the cool shadows.  Reluctantly, I 
followed him.  All sorts of strange creatures must once have lived 
down here.  Could they live here still? 
 
 For an hour we walked in silence, before I grabbed my uncle’s arm.  I thought I saw – no, I 
really did see – enormous animals wandering under the trees.  I heard their ivory tusks as they tore 
bark from the trees.  Branches cracked as great clumps of leaves disappeared into their huge mouths.   
 
 “Come on! Forward!” my uncle whispered. 
 
 “No!” I hissed to him.  We were unarmed.  “No human creature can hope to survive those 
beasts...”   
 
 “No human creature?” my uncle asked.  “Look over there.  I can see a creature who looks 
almost human!”  

 
  I looked, shrugging my shoulders, determined 
not to believe him.  But there, beneath a towering 
tree, was a giant of a man more than twelve feet tall.  
We stood still for a moment, completely speechless.  I 
panicked that he’d spot us. 
 
  “Run for it!”  I shouted, dragging my uncle 
behind me, and we ran like mad until we reached the 
edge of the forest.  
 
  Now, when I consider it calmly, I cannot 
believe what we saw.  Our eyes must have been 
mistaken.  No race of men could possibly live in that 
underground world. 
 



We were on our way back to Hans when I spotted a dagger.    
 
 “We must have dropped this earlier,” I muttered. 
 
 “So you brought this with you, did you?”  My uncle asked, frowning. 
 
 I looked at the knife more closely.     
 
 “No...Didn’t you?” 
 
 “No,” said my uncle.  “And nor did Hans.  It’s most peculiar.” 
 
 He turned over the rusty knife in his hands.   
 
 “This is from the sixteenth century.” He finally said. 
 
 “So do you mean….?” I didn’t need to finish my sentence. 
 
 “This blade has been lying here for the past two hundred years.  It belonged to a man who 
used a knife to engrave his name on the rocks…” 
 
 “Arne Saknussemm!” I exclaimed. 
 
 “Yes – he must have used it to mark his name once more on the route to the centre.  Let’s find 
it.” My uncle said with sparkles in his eyes. 
 
 We worked our way along the high cliffs looking for anything that might turn into a 
passageway.  Eventually, we came to two rocks.  Between them was a dark tunnel and there, on a 
slab of granite, two letters were carved, half eaten away by time: 
 

A S 
 
 It was Arne Saknussemm once again.  When I saw those letters, all my fears dissolved and I 
was ready to rush head first into the tunnel. 
 
 “Stop!  We must get Hans.”  I said to my uncle. 
 
 “Fine, but then we can go straight down.” 
 
 We collected Hans and soon all three of us were marching through the tunnel but after only 
about twenty feet, we stopped.   
 
 “Bother!” said my uncle as he looked at the heavy rocks blocking our only way forward.  There 
was no way around them.  “They must have fallen down since Saknussemm’s journey.  If we can’t beat 
them then we don’t deserve to reach the centre of the earth!” 
 
 He glowered at the rocks and I knew what he was thinking.  Pickaxes! 
 
 “It’s too hard for the pickaxes.” 
 



 “An ice-pick then.” 
 
 “It’s too deep for an ice-pick.”  
 
 “Well then.  Gunpowder!  An explosion!  Let’s mine the obstacle and blow it up.  Why not?  It’s 
only a bit of rock!  Hans, to work!” shouted my uncle.  
 
 So Hans began hollowing out a cavity for the explosive.  It was not an easy task.  He had to 
make a hole big enough to fit a large amount of gunpowder.  While Hans worked, I helped my uncle 
to make a fuse.  At midnight, our work was complete.  All we needed was a spark to set it off… 
 

 
 
 
 
Task 1 
To research and retrieve 
 

Read the extract from Journey to the Centre of the Earth and answer the questions below. 
 

1. Who saw the crumbling mummy first? 
2. What was beyond the field? 
3. How long were Axel and the Professor walking in silence for? 
4. How tall was the giant man? 
5. What did Axel find on their journey back to Hans? 
6. Who did the knife belong to? 
7. What was between the two rocks on the high cliffs? 
8. What three items does Professor Liedenbrock suggest they use to remove the rocks blocking 

their path? 
9. What was Axel doing while Hans was hollowing out a cavity? 
10. At what time do the men finish preparing the gunpowder? 

 



Task 2 
To respond to our class text with a diary entry 
 
I looked, shrugging my shoulders, determined not to believe him.  But there, beneath a towering tree, 
was a giant of a man more than twelve feet tall.  We stood still for a moment, completely speechless.  

I panicked that he’d spot us. 
 
Imagine you are this twelve foot tall man.  What do you think when you see Axel and the Professor?  
Describe them.  Have you ever seen such small men wearing strange clothing before?  Where do you 
think they have come from?  What might they want? 
 
Write a diary entry from this man’s point of view.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Success Criteria 

 
1st person (The giant man’s point of view) 

Features of a diary: date, Dear Diary, sign off 
Past tense 

Descriptive devices: adjectives, adverbs, fronted adverbials, similes 
A range of conjunctions 

Paragraphs 
A variety of sentence types: statement, question, command, 

exclamation, list 



Task 3: To recognise words and meanings 
Below is some new vocabulary from this week’s extract from Journey to the Centre of the Earth.  Complete the table below to help you recognise the words and their meanings. 

Word 
Other words it 
reminds me of The word in a sentence 

Predicted word type 
(Adjective, noun, 
verb, adverb…) 

Predicted definition 
Dictionary definition and word 

type 
My own sentence using the 

word. 

reluctantly  
Reluctantly, I followed 

him.   
    

unarmed  We were unarmed.       

peculiar  
“No,” said my uncle.  

“And nor did Hans.  It’s 
most peculiar.” 

    

engrave  

It belonged to a man 
who used a knife to 

engrave his name on 
the rocks. 

    

primitive  

Before us was the 
crumbling mummy of 
what had once been a 

primitive man. 

    

cavity  
So Hans began 

hollowing out a cavity 
for the explosive.   

 

 

  

fuse  
While Hans worked, I 

helped my uncle to make 
a fuse. 

    



Spellings Week 3 - 4.5.20-8.5.20 
Words ending with -ary 
 

Look, say and 
cover. 

Write and check 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

library      

February      

dictionary      

boundary      

salary      

summary      

primary      

secondary      

ordinary      

necessary      

Next steps 
Define the words and 
discuss the spelling 

pattern. 

Use the words in a 
sentence. 

Bingo! 
Choose 6 words.  Ask a 
grown up to read out 
the definition or the 
word in a sentence. 
How quickly can you 
mark off all 6 words 
and shout “BINGO!”? 

Dictation. 
Ask a grown up to read 
some sentences using 
some of our spelling 

words.  Write down the 
sentences.  Spell and 

punctuate the sentences 
correctly. 

Spelling test. 
 

Good luck! 

 


